ELECTRONIC ARTICLE SURVEILLANCE ANTENNAS

CLASSIC IP STYLE
Security and Connectivity at its best
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Checking Retailers Grow Profitably
CLASSIC IP STYLE
Security and Connectivity at its best

The CLASSIC IP STYLE is part of Checkpoint Systems’ CLASSIC IP range which combines eye-pleasing design and data connectivity with seamless management reporting.

The CLASSIC IP STYLE antenna can fit perfectly into any environment, without impacting your customers. The Plexiglas design and integrated LEDs - which can be set to permanent on or when the antenna is alarmed - is perfect for those retailers who want top design without sacrificing performance.

- REMOTE CONNECTIVITY
  Seamless management reporting
- EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE
  Enhanced detection capabilities
- OPTIONAL INTEGRATION
  Wall, post-mounted or overhead VisiPlus™ units
- CUSTOMIZED BASE COVERS
  Speak to Checkpoint regarding available colors
- ECO ELECTRONICS
  As standard
- INTEGRATED LEDS
  In red, blue or green

Dimensions
- Height: 1.55 METERS / 5.052 FEET
- Width: 0.27 METERS / 1.017 FEET
- Depth: 0.05 METERS / 0.308 FEET

Aisle Width
- Up to 2 METERS | Europe and Asia/Pac
- 6 FEET | North America

Frequency
- 8.2 MHz
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Murphy Security Solutions
1217 Robinhood Lane
LaGrange Park, IL 60526
Office: 708-482-4682
www.murphysecuritysolutions.com